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Abstract-To determine the relative contributions of ultrasonic loss uation estimates (phase cancellation error[S], bubbles 191)
mechanisms in tissues, independent measurements of total attenuation and decrease absorption estimates (heat conduction from
and local absorption were obtained at discrete frequencies within the
narrow beamwidths[IO]).Also,
the pulsedecaytechrange of medical diagnostic equipment, 1-13 MHz. Automation tech11,
[l21
was
developed
to
overcome
some errors
nique
11
niques were applied to aspects of experimentation where extensive avand limitations of the rate of heating absorption method.
eraging or curve fitting could be used
to improve accuracy [I]. New
approaches were also implemented to calibrate focused beams for use
Taken as a whole, these developments suggest that atin pulse-decay absorption measurements which covered a wider
Fretenuationandabsorptioncoefficients
may converge as
quency range, utilizing smaller sample volumes than were previously
newer
approaches
are
implemented.
The
measurementsof
practical. These approaches enable comparisons of the magnitude and
Campbell
and
Waag
[2]
on
calf
liver
produced
an estimate
frequency dependence of attenuation and absorption in biological meof 2 percent contribution of scattering to total attenuation
dia, and permit some inferences to be made as to the relative contriof studies on agar- over a frequency range of 3-7 MHz. Parker's data [l31
bution of scattering to total attenuation. The results
gelatin phantoms, calf liver, and collagenous pig liver indicate that ab- on bovine liver showed no statistical difference between
sorption comprises 90-100 percent of total attenuation in these matea
absorptionandattenuationat1and3MHz,although
rials. Studies on bovine brain matter and leg muscle are less definitive
difference
of
greater
than
10
percent
was
found
at
5
MHz.
because complications include the inhomogeneous grey and white matA re-evaluation of homogenization experiments failed to
ter composition of brain, and fiber anisotropy in muscle. However,
average results from these tissues also show a major contribution
of
reproducethePaulyandSchwanresult,andinstead
absorption to attenuation.
of
showed no significantdifferencebetweenattenuation

I.INTRODUCTION
HE ultrasonic attenuation, absorption, and scattering
coefficients of tissues are not well characterized despite their importance to diagnostic imaging, therapeutic
applications,andtissuecharacterization.Therelative
contributions of scattering and absorption to total attenuation are of particular relevance to models of tissue-ultrasound interaction. Only recently were capabilities developed forthedirectmeasurementoftotalscattered
power [2], so previous comparisons typically determined
attenuation and/or absorption coefficients, inferring indirectly the contribution of scattering to total attenuation.
PaulyandSchwan[3]reported30-percent
lowerattenuationin homogenizedlivercomparedtowholeliver.
Presumablythedestruction
of scatteringstructures resulted in the lower attenuation. Other attenuation and absorption values from the literature [4]-[7] can lead to the
conclusion that attenuation coefficients are a factor of 2
or more higher than absorption coefficientsin mammalian
tissues, implying substantial contributions of scattering to
total attenuation. However, in the 1970's sources of error
were described that tended to artificially increase atten-
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whole and homogenized liver [ 141, [ 171. This paper provides independent estimates of attenuation and absorption
for an agar-gelatin phantom, calf liver, pig liver, bovine
brain, and bovine leg muscle tissue. The results show that
absorption is the dominant loss mechanism of ultrasound
propagating through soft tissues.
. - ~
~-_.

11. MFTHODSA N D MATERIALS
A . SamplePreparation
All animaltissueswereobtainedfromacommercial
slaughterhouse within 0-2 h post mortem. Whole organs
were placed immediately in chilled, degassed saline and
stored at 4°C for experiments performed2-24 hpost mortem. All subsequenttissuehandling was performedunderwater in chilled saline. Some samples were frozen in
saline and thawed for later use. Experiments showed no
difference between properties of fresh and frozen-thawed
samples when bubbles are eliminated as a source of error
[9], [ 131. Surgical blades were used to cut sections with
nearly parallel faces, and pill-box shaped holderswith thin
plastic film faces in tension were used to enforce sample
geometry. All ultrasonic measurements were performed at
room temperature20-22"
in degasseddemineralized
water.Samplethicknesswasmeasured
with bothamiof thespecimen
crometerandpulse-echoexamination
using an assumed velocity of 1540 m/s. For all samples
(except brain) attenuation and absorption measurements
were obtained on the same day, using identical samples
or adjacent sections from the same organ.
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Fig. I . Experimental apparatus. Measurements of pulse-decay absorption
use removable Lucite lenses to produce focused fields; temperature measurementsareobtainedfromembeddedthermocouples.Attenuation
measurements employ collimated unfocused beams with radiation force
measured by electronic microbalance.

B. Equipment
(0. l-mg resolution)beforeand
tronicbalancereadings
The automated experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. duringirradiationatpreselectedfrequenciesandpower
levels low enough to avoid nonlinear effects. Samples are
1. An XT “personalcomputer”(IBM)controlsadataacquisitionsystem(Keithley
500seriesD.A.S.) which placed in and out of the field for up to ten repeat measurements. The statisticsof radiation force with and withaxes
communicates with precision x-y-z positioning
out sample present are calculated, permitting estimation
(VelmexB6000Unislide),andathermocouplepreamp
(Bailey Instruments B.A.T.-4). The XT interfaces with a of attenuation coefficient with error bars [l].
digitizingoscilloscope(Tektronix7D20)andradiofreD. Pulse-Decay Absorption
quency (RF) function generator (Tektronix FG5010) via
an IEEE-GPIB interface. A precision microbalance (SarEmbeddedcalibratedcopper-constantanthennocoutorius1801 MPS) is used for radiationforcemeasureples are used to measure temperature history of
CW irments, and outputs data to the XT under RS-232 protocol.radiated tissue, yielding absorption coefficients with
acTheoverall dataacquisition,analysis,anddisplayare
curacies of 10 percent [ l ] , [ 1l], [ 121.
handled by programswritten in the ASYST (McMillan
Full use was made of the integral-differential relationSoftware) operating system.
shipsbetweenpulse-decayandrate-of-heatingexperiThe acoustic fields are generated by 5 ceramic l-in diments; the latter is advantageous under conditions where
ameter transducers. The fundamental and odd harmonics
alimitonintensity(because
of theonsetofnonlinear
provide 15 discrete frequencies between 0.5 and 13 MHz. shock, for example) produces inadequate heating during
S cm in the pulse decay. Direct analysis of rate-of-heating curves
RemovableLucitelensesare
used tofocusat
pulse-decay experiments. Fixed wall absorbers and float- is impractical because no analytical expressions are availing irregular absorbers of RTV and natural rubbers are
able for curve fits to these data, and because the viscous
used to produce anechoic conditions.
heating produces an additive constant of unknown amplitude that further complicates curve
fit procedures. Since
C. AttenuationMeasurements
this relationship has not previously been examined in deRadiationforceinsertionlossmeasurementsare
em- tail, a short description is given below.
ployed to determine amplitude attenuation coefficients un- The mathematical description of the ideal intensity imder continuous wave (CW) irradiation, with uncertainties pulse function used in the pulse-decay experiment can be
on the order of 4-10 percent [3]. Under computer control described using the delta function:
the power measurements with and without samples presW ) , = Zd(t).
(1)
ent are obtained by averaging 15 consecutive microelec-
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Fig. 2. Integral-differential relation exists between intensity impulse and step functions (inputs), and therefore similar relationship exists between pulse-decay and rate-of-heating temperature histories (outputs).

Similarly, the intensity function used in the rate-of-heat- count
ing experiment is described with the aid of the unit step

W R H

= lou(t).

yso relationship
the
between
The
be described using linear system theory:

for the nonideal impulse function

(2)
may

TpD

dr.

(7)

Fig. 3 is an experimental comparison of the integral-differential relationship where agreement
is within experimental error. Thus, as an alternative to doing an actual
pulse decay, one can do a rate-of-heating experiment (at
a reduced intensity level), then differentiate the data (after
filtering out high-frequency noise) and analyze
it as apulse
decay. The effects of viscous heating
are minimized by
Because these inputs to a linear system bear an inteeliminating the first 0- 1.5 S of data from the curvefit progral-differential relation, the corresponding outputs (temcedure [ 1l ] , [ 121.
perature histories) of a linear system will also have an
Each
experiment
began
with
51-pm
thermocouple
integral-differential relationship as shown in Fig. 2.
In reality the impulse function used in the pulse-decay placement at a measured distance (usually 1-3 mm) below
the surface of the sample in a surgical incision. The samexperiment is not ideal:
ple was placed in a holder and sealed from the external
Z~S; 0 S t IAl
environment with acoustic windows. The holder was atZ(t) =
tached
to the three-way positioner and centered over the
0 otherwise
transducer-lens combination. Several scans in each of the
where S is an intensity scale factor required because of the three axes were performed until the junction of the therlimited range of the recording instruments. The finite on- mocouple was in the focus of the ultrasonic beam. Once
(101 points)was
thiswasaccomplished,aradialscan
time At can be short enough (0.01 S ) to be thermally impulsive, while long enough to be generated by a quasimade and stored to record the beam shape and calibrate
continuous-wave (CW) tone burst at frequencyfo. The in- intensity. When the scan was completed, the sample was
tegral-differential relationship is modified slightly to ac- automatically returned to the focus. Next the pulse-decay
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Fig. 3. Experimental verification of integral-differential relation between rate of heating and pulse decay, as measured at l-mm
depth i n absorbing rubber. a) Measured IO-S rate of heating (solid line) and time integral of pulse decay. b) 10-Spulse decay
(thick solid line) and time derivative of corresponding rate of heating (thin solid line).

experiments (8-9 per frequency) were conducted.At each
frequency,threeexperimentswereconductedatradius
r = 0, three at r = [ p ] ' / ' , and three at r = 2 * [ p ] ' / ' ,
where p'/' is the Gaussian beam width. An exception is
that no far off-axis measurements ( r = 2 * [ p ] ' / ' ) were
1 and 2 MHz. For
takenforthelargestbeamwidthsat
each experiment a value of alpha was derived and all the
values at a given frequency were averaged. Figs. 4(a)-(c)
show the typical experimental resultsin calf liverwith the
theoretical curve fit of the model (dashed lines) for 5-MHz
insonation, and different values of r . A noticeable feature
of these graphs is the changes in shape and drop in magnitude of the curves with different radial positions. Anis the low-frequency
other noticeable feature of the curves
ripple in theexperimentaldata,whichresultsfrom
numerical differentiation of rate-of-heating data. As long as

thisunfilterednoise is zero mean, itshould not significantly affect the outcome of the analysis. No significant
differences were found between measurements taken on
axis ( r = 0 ) and off axis ( r = p ' / * or 2 * p ' / ' ) , with a
typical scatter in data of about 10 percent.
Before or after the absorption measurements were obtained,the totalpower emitter by thetransducerand
transmitted through the lens was measured using the radiation force technique.
The pulse-decay curve fit of peak temperature, the intensity profile, and power measurements were used to calculate an initial estimate of absorption coefficient. An iterative procedure was then used to correct for the change
in intensity with sample depth to the level of the thermocouple, resulting in absorption coefficients higher than
their initial estimates.
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Fig. 4. Typicalexperimental results and theoretical curves fit 10 pulse-decay experiments in calf liver at 5 MHz, for o n - and
off-axis positions. (a) r = 0 ( b ) r = p' '. (c) r = 2 * p'".
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Fig. 5 . Absorption (P) andattenuation(A)coefficientsdivided
by frequency (100 X Np/cm . M H z ) versusfrequencyfor
homogeneous, nonscattering agar-gelatin phantom. Solid lines are curve fits of data to power law functions, which appear as
single line because of overlap.

111. RESULTS

A . Verification Using a Known Phantom
In a homogeneous medium with no scattering, experiAbsorptionAttenuation
Name
mental procedures should find no difference between absorption and attenuation measurements.Accordingly, a
phantomwasconstructed with low reflection coefficient
(good impedance match to water), similar thermal properties to those of tissues,andreasonableattenuationto
ensure adequate signal-to-noiseratioatmoderateintensities. A mixture of 5-percent agar and 5-percent gelatin
dissolved in degassed distilled water was found to
producea useful homogeneoussolid phantom.Fig. 5 is a
summary of four experiments performed on this phantom,
with power-lawcurves fit to attenuation and absorption
data. The two are sufficiently close as to be indistinguishable. Table I gives the least-squares-error power-law
fit
for all absorption and attenuation data from the phantom
and tissues, where the correlation coefficient (goodness of
fit) is greater than 0.95 in all cases.
This excellent agreement of the two independent measurements demonstrates that the pulse-decay model is experimentally valid over a broad frequency range. even at
high frequencies with submillimeterfocal beamwidths.
Also it shows that the method chosen to determine absolute peak intensity is valid [l]. Thustheexperimental
techniques appear adequate for correctly inferring a nearzero contribution from scattering in this case.

B. C a y Liver
Fig. 6 is a summary of the experimental data collected
from 15 liver samples (fresh and frozen) from six whole
organs. The experiments for absorption and attenuation
of a given samplewere always done on the same dayusing
adjacent pieces of the same liver. However, the order of
which was done first (absorption or attenuation) was varied so as not to introduce a systematic error. Also, when

TABLE I
POWER L A WFITOF ATTENUATION
A N D ABSORPTION
~Npicrn)
Decay
Pulse
Radiation
Force
Sample
Agar + gelatin
Calf liver
Pig liver
White brain
Grey brain
White T grey
mixture

a
a

0 . 0 1 3 f ' i4
0.032f' "
0 . 0 3 4 f ' ''
cy not measured
a not measured
a = 0.040f' I'
=
=
a =

a
a
a

''

0.013f'
0 . 0 3 0 f ' *'
0.032~"'
cx = 0.064f' *'
01 = 0 . 0 1 2 f '
a not measured
=
=
=

doingtheabsorptionandattenuationmeasurements
the
order of frequencies was varied from sample to sample.
Fig. 6 shows a power-law curve fit (least squares error)
to both attenuation ( a / f = 0.032 f 0 . 3 0 ) and absorption
(a/f= 0.030 f 0 . 2 9 ) coefficients.Dunn et ai. [l51 reported attenuation values in the range 0.07-0.13 Np/cm
at 1 MHz for calf liver, which are high compared to our
values. Goss et al. [6]measuredcalf-liverabsorption
using the rate of heating technique (0.5-7 MHz) generating the power-law curve fit a / f = 0.026 f O . " . Their
data are 14-percent lower than ours at low frequencies,
with greater differences at higher frequencies.
C. Pig Liver
Pig liver presents an interestingmodel for ultrasonic
properties(particularlyscattering)becauseitsunique
structure. The basic composition of the pig liver is different from beef or human liver in that each lobule, the functional unit of the liver, is surrounded by a thin hexagonal
layer of collagen [ 161. More scattering should therefore
be produced because ofthemultipleimpedancemis7
matchesbetweencollagen
layers and lobules.Fig.
shows the summary of pig-liver attenuation ( a / f = 0.034
f 0 . 3 2 )and absorption (a/f= 0.032 f " " ' ) data.These
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Fig. 7. Absorption (P)and attenuation (A) data for highly collagenous pig liver, with power law curve fits.

small sample volumes) was measured for isolated grey and
two
whitematter.Attenuationmeasurements,whichrequire
30 cc or more of tissue, utilized mixed grey-white sections. Fig. 8 summarizes the experiments performed on
two samples each of brain tissues.
(a/f=
Thedatarevealthatwhitebrainabsorption
0.064f0.27)is considerably higher than thatof grey brain
(a/f = 0.012 f 0 . * l ) . This difference most likely arises
from compositional differences of the two tissues. White
brain is composed of nerve tissues (like grey matter) that
D. Bovine Bruin
are surrounded by myelin (fatty tissue) sheaths. The high
The brain is composed of two types
of tissue, white and lipid concentration in the white tissue is likely to cause
grey matter. Since they are structurally different it is de- increased attenuation. Another difference between the two
tissues is the dry weight of white brain is approximately
sirable to study them independently. It is relatively easy
to isolate white matter, but soft grey matter is difficult to 1.9 times that of grey brain [ 181. Fig. 8 also contains a
curve for radiation force attenuation of white grey mixremovewithoutmechanical
damage.Therefore,inthis
ture ( a / f = 0.040 f 0 . ' 7 ) . This curve is positioned beresearch, only pulse-decay absorption (which can utilize
data are based on a smaller sample size (sections from
whole livers) as compared to calf liver. Still, some interesting observations can be made. Comparing pig and calf
liver absorptions, one finds little difference in magnitude
or frequency dependence of the coefficients. Goss et al.
[6] compared pig liver absorptionto that of beef, cat, and
mouselivers,
findingnosignificantdifferences.This
agrees with our pig-calf liver comparison, although our
values are consistantly higher.

+
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Fig. 8 . Absorption of bovine white brain matter (W) and grey brain matter ( G ) ,compared with attenuation of mixed white and
grey samples (M).

tween the two absorption curves, precisely where the absorption of a 40-60 percent white-grey composite mixture
would fall.
Kremkau et al. [ 181 haveperformedexperimentson
brainreportingphase-sensitiveattenuationvaluesnear
0.80Np/cmMHzformixedgrey-whitematter,
with
phaseinsensitivemeasurementsapproximately17-percent lower,or 0.066 Np/cmMHz.Thesevaluesare
higher than ours, but the comparison is reasonable given
the differences in technique and likely variability in percent mix of grey and white matter in sections taken from
different anatomical locations.

the fibers are parallel; but if most of the fibers are perpendicular, the measured absorption could be higher than attenuation. It is possible that other skeletal muscles, such
as abdominal muscles, have longer and more regular fiber
orientations and therefore are better suited to these experiments.

IV. DISCUSSION
Table I is a summary of the tissue absorption and attenuation data collected in this study. The muscle data are
excluded due to theuncertainty of our procedures andresults.
One key question to address is the influence of scatterE. Bovine Skeletal Muscle
ing ontotalattenuation.Fig.
11 presentsthedifference
Sections of beef hind leg muscle were taken from the
between attenuation and absorption: (attenuation-absorpregion 5-20 cm above the terminationof the Achilles ten- tion)/attenuation X 100 percent as the percent contribudon. Samples were taken between facial planes,with thick tion of "scattering." Data shown use the power law
fits
collagenbundlingsurgicallyremoved.Attemptswere
of attenuation and absorption versus frequency, for
calf
made to determine attenuation and absorption along and
liver, pig liver, and phantom. At
first glance, one might
across muscle fibers, to address the effects of anisotropy. conclude simply that scattering contributes 6-10-percent
Absorption
and
attenuation
experiments
were
perin pig and calf liver, especially when compared against
formed on numerous samples( > 15). The results of these the convincing phantom data. However, additional conexperimentsprovedtobecontradictory.Figs.9(a)-(c)
siderations warrant discussion.
summarize the data collected on three different samples.
The calf-liver percent difference between absorpIn all three cases the muscle fibers were believed to
run
tion
andattenuation
is nearlyconstant with freparallel to the axis of insonation. Examination of these
quency. If the difference were truly due to scattergraphs shows different results, both in absolute value of
ing, then scattering would have to increase asf'.*,
attenuation and absorption and in the degree to which aba lowerfrequencydependencethanhasbeenresorptioncontributes to attenuation,includinganimposported by others [2], [ 191. This feature implicates
sible result, in Fig. 9(a), where absorption is greater than
some frequency-independent bias, such as a mulattenuation. To determine the source of variability, sevtiplicativeconstant, asthesource of discrepancy
eralsamplesweredissected.
The fiberorientation of a
betweentheseabsorptionandattenuation
coeffigiven sample was found to be variable over centimeter
cients.
distances.Fig.10illustratesthispoint.
If absorption is
[l]
Errors in absorptioncoefficientmeasurements
higher in parallel fiber orientation, then when a thermoalone are estimated at 10-percent; however,the use
couple junction is located in an area of the sample where
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Fig. 11. Ratio of absorption to attenuation, expressed in percent. Data could indicate contribution of scattering in pig and calf
liver, but other factors may contribute to measured difference between absorption and attenuation in these cases (see text).

of incorrect tissue density and specific heat values
would bias the absorption (but not attenuation) as a
frequency-independentconstant,movingthepercent difference curves of Fig. 11 up or down. One
difference between the phantom and
liver data is
that the tissue contains 2-2.5 times the solid content of the phantom. Thus our use of water density
and specific heat values may be valid for the phantombutinappropriateforliver.Thismajoruncer-d)
tainty can only be resolved by improved thermalmechanical property measurements.
Another consideration involves the comparison be-

tweencalfandpigliver,wherethelattertissue
shouldshowenhancedscatteringeffectsfromthe
collagenous lobular structure. However, measurements of absorption and attenuation fail to detect
major differences between calf- and pig-liver coefficients.Thissuggeststhatsomethingotherthan
scattering may contribute to the measurement bias
between attenuation and absorption coefficients.
Relatedexperiments by CampbellandWaagdirectly measured total scattered power in calf liver,
concluding that scattering contributed 2-percent k
2-percent to total attenuation [2]. Also,our homog-
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enization experiments [ 171, [ 181 failed to duplicate
the results of Pauly and Schwan [3], instead finding
essentiallynodifferencebetweenwholeandhomogenized liver attenuation.
Considering the above arguments
it is likelythatthe
percent difference between attenuation and absorption
in
livers, as reported in Fig. 11, is caused by less than 4percent true scattering, with at least
5-6 percent bias in
absorption caused by use of incorrect values of density
and specific heat.

V . CONCLUSION
It is possible to compare tissue attenuation and absorption coefficients using phase-insensitive insertion loss and
pulse decay measurements. The latter method has higher
uncertainty [ l ] (approximately 10 percent), depending on
material properties such as specific heat, which are difficult to estimate accurately. Results on calf and pig liver
10 percent to
showthatscatteringcontributeslessthan
total attenuation.Datafrombovinegrey,white,and
mixed brain tissue support
the postulate that absorption
dominates attenuation. Bovine skeletal muscle posed additionalproblems due to thestrongtissueanisotropy,
where the beam-fiber orientation appeared to contribute
the largest variability to differences between attenuation
and absorption.
Consideringthesedataandotherrecentresultsfrom
Rochester[2], [13], [14], (171 theweightofevidence
points to absorption as the dominant loss mechanism,
with
scattering(intensity)crosssections
forliver andbrain
5 X
(cm MHz)-’ or
less in the 1-12
limited
to
MHz frequency range. These results should enable better
understanding of the underlying mechanisms
of tissueultrasound interaction, with corresponding improvements
in modeling and medical applications.
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